
QUICK SEO TOOLS AND TIPS  
TO IMPROVE YOUR WEBSITE



Introduction
SEO means search engine optimization — tweaking the content 
on your website to make it easier for people to find it on a search 
engine like Google, Yahoo, or Bing. 

What does SEO do? Well, let’s say you’re in Toledo on business and 
you’ve got a toothache, so you put “best Toledo dentist” in Google’s 
search field. Sure enough, a list of Toledo dentists shows up. 

Of course, Google has no idea who the best dentist in Toledo is, but 
it can make an educated guess. And Google can’t put everyone first 
on its list, so it uses a ranking system to place all search results in 
order from what it considers best to worst. 

The art and science of SEO is understanding how Google and its 
competitors create these rankings. When you know that, you can 
format your content to encourage search engines to rank it as high 
as possible. Ideally, you want your website on the first page of 
search results and preferably near the top, because that’s where 
people will be most likely to click on it. According to one study, 
the first result on a Google result list gets 33% of traffic, with the 
second result getting 18% and the traffic percentages only going 
down from there.

At first glance, you might think the true identity of Toledo’s best 
dentist is beside the point. Any third-rate tooth-puller can use SEO 
to land first in the Google rankings, right? 

Actually, wrong. 

Search engines are constantly improving their techniques to divine 
the true desires of their users. In the early days of SEO, people 
flooded the internet with low-quality content that was good for 
rankings but bad for users. 

Those days are pretty much over. Now you have to provide useful, 
relevant content that helps people answer the questions that 
motivated them to search online to begin with. The more helpful and 
relevant your content, the higher your website will rank in search 
engines. And the higher your rank, the more people find you, learn 
about your company, and become future customers.

This Crash Course in SEO will help you understand the 
fundamentals of search engine optimization. We’ll cover algorithms, 
keywords and strategy — including what to do before you publish 
and after you publish.  

https://chitika.com/google-positioning-value


Common SEO Myths:
There’s a lot of advice out there about SEO. However, best practices for improving 
a website’s search engine rank change as often as Google updates its algorithm. 
Tactics are different today than they were in 2013, and in three years there will be 
different ranking factors than there are now. Marketers need to stay on top of trends 
and remember, anyone can write a blog, and not everything on the Internet is true.

Here are some examples of SEO best practices from the past that are no longer 
relevant:

• Meta descriptions have a huge impact on rankings: They don’t anymore, and 
haven’t since 2009. However, we still cover meta descriptions in this ebook 
because they are important factors in whether or not someone clicks on and 
visits your page, so you should still optimize them.

• My website’s mobile capabilities don’t matter: Yes, they do. Google will 
actually punish your site, ranking-wise, if you don’t have a website that is 
optimized for mobile use. Remember, Google wants their users to have a good 
experience. As mobile becomes more important in the lives of users, they don’t 
want to send users to websites that they will have difficulty using because they 
aren’t optimized for tablets and smartphones.

• My keywords need to match throughout my content: No, they don’t. Each year 
Google’s crawlers get smarter and smarter. They now can recognize keywords 
that are similar to your target keyword instead of noting the same exact 
keyword phrase over and over again. Instead of awkwardly stuffing keyword 
phrases into your blogs and pages, you can talk about a general subject and 
Google can figure it out.

Clearly not all advice is good advice. Fortunately for you, we have some great tips on 
creating fully-optimized content in this ebook.



Understanding Algorithms
Every search engine uses a complex algorithm to scan a website, place key data in its 
index, and provide relevant returns to searchers.

We all have been on the front-end of search engines: we type a phrase (keyword) into 
the search bar and Google meets our needs by giving us search results. On the back-end, 
though, it’s a little more complex. Each time a user types a phrase into Google, Google 
crawlers search through their indexed pages to find the results that best meet the users 
needs. 

To find the best pages, they take a lot into consideration, because they want to provide 
the best experience for their users. This is called a “ranking factor” — a metric that helps 
search engines prioritize where content appears in their rankings. Search engines have 
hundreds of ranking factors, each one with a specific value. Understanding ranking factors 
is crucial to effective SEO.

Early search engines based their results primarily on keyword searches, which were 
ineffective because early SEO experts could cram content with tons of keywords to trip up 
the search rankings. Google webmasters used early algorithms to evaluate web content in 
addition to the presence of keywords: estimating the quality and quantity of inbound links, 
also known as backlinks, to a website. Inbound links are links that point to your website 
from another website. So, if you have a beauty and lifestyle blog, and Sephora’s blog links 
to your blog about eyeliners in their company blog, they gave you a backlink (and a really 
high-quality one at that).  

People recommend quality content online by posting links to it. The better the content is, 
the more people will link to it. So a blog post with 500 inbound links would rank higher 
than one with 100 inbound links. 

For competitive reasons, search engines do not spell out how much influence each ranking 
factor has, but lots of SEO experts have conducted in-depth research to figure out which 
ones have the most influence. 

The top ranking factors include the volume and quality of inbound links, relevant keywords 
in each article, and the HTML structure of your website and the articles within it. You want 
to have authoritative content on your site. This means that your content is the highest 
quality, and is completely geared towards your target audience, and helps solve their pain 
points in a real way. If you have lots of authoritative content on your site, Google and other 
search engines rank your “domain authority” higher than similar sites with less content. 
In principle, the more domain authority you have, the better your pages rank across your 
entire site (again there are so many ranking factors that this is not quite universal).  

It’s important to note that these factors can change at any point, any time. Google’s 
algorithms change regularly, with another named update expected for 2017. The last 
named update was announced in September, 2016. This update, named Penguin, which 
devalues bad links in your site. We recommend following SEO experts like Moz or HubSpot 
to keep up to date with Google’s algorithm changes and what they mean for marketers.
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https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change
https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change


Selecting Keywords
Why do keywords matter? 
Every online search is a chain of words. Likewise, every piece of useful content 
has a topic that can be summed up in a few key words. 

Keyword optimization exploits these two facts. If you’re selling screen doors 
in Chicago, you want Chicagoans who need a new screen door to find your 
website when they go shopping online.  

Domain authority becomes a factor here: If your website has more useful, 
informative content containing the keywords “Chicago screen doors” than 
a competing website has, there’s a good chance you’ll get higher rankings 
because the search engines assume you’re a serious expert in this niche.   

SEO experts call this “ranking for a keyword” — which can happen on an 
individual page or an entire website. For instance, if your “Chicago screen 
doors” article shows up in seventh place on the first page of Google’s rankings, 
you’re said to rank seventh for that keyword.  

The best keywords anticipate people’s search phrases and give them 
interesting, useful content after they click. Careful and diligent research on the 
keywords that can improve your search rankings is one of the most crucial SEO 
tasks.   

Long-tail vs. short-tail keywords
“Long tail” is a concept that describes data at the far end of the main line on a 
bell curve. Amazon.com, for instance, sells bestsellers that create a large bulge 
at one end of its sales charts, but it also sells thousands of less-popular titles 
that fill out a “long tail” at the other end of the same charts. 

This concept also applies to SEO: A heavily used keyword like “Enterprise 
Computing” is a short-tail keyword, whereas “Enterprise Computing Integrators 
in the Ukraine” is a long-tail keyword. 

Using long-tail keywords can be more effective because they connect with 
people searching on highly precise topics. Short-tail keywords, by contrast, can 
be extremely difficult to rank on because many competing websites already 
use them.  



Choosing keywords for your website
Search engines are getting very good at anticipating what people want when they prowl 
for products and services online. That means you have to do the same. 

Any market research you already have can help you narrow down the keywords you 
want to use. And you can ask your salespeople directly for the questions people are 
asking them. You also can look at the searches already happening on your website. 

And you can conduct keyword research. The great challenge of keyword research is 
using terms that aren’t already heavily used. If you’re selling “Harley Davidson parts,” 
you’re up against every online competitor worldwide. So you need to be strategic in 
your keyword choice. If you’re promoting your “Harley Davidson Teardrop Gas Tanks,” 
posting an informative, useful article about them and including this key phrase will 
probably get more traction in search rankings than a less-specific key phrase. 

Researching keywords requires some effort. Here’s a basic list of what you should do, 
though:

• Brainstorm keywords related to your site: This can be anything that a person 
might type into a search engine to find the information your website can deliver. 
If you’re a hair salon in Topeka, a potential keyword might be “Best hair salons 
in Topeka” or “hair salons in Topeka”. As you brainstorm keywords, also think of 
related keywords. Related keywords are keywords similar to ones you brainstorm, 
but have different wording combinations. So, keywords related to the keyword 
“hair salons in Topeka” are “Topeka hair salons,” hair salons in Topeka KS,” and 
“hair salon Topeka KS.” You can do this by either using the related searches 
feature on Google, or using a third-party tool like HubSpot.

• Identify a good mix of keywords: Assemble a list of long-tail, short-tail, and 
related keywords. Long-tail keywords are more specific phrases, like “red athletic 
shoes for women,” while short-tail keywords are the opposite — something 
general, like “shoes.”

• Check out your competition: Use a tool like SEMRush to check out your 
competition and see how they rank for certain keywords. This will help you 
complete your list of possible keywords and prioritize the keyword opportunities 
you most want to target.

• Use a keyword-tracking tool: Whether you use the Google AdWords Keyword 
Planner, the Keyword tool in HubSpot, or some other keyword application, you 
need a way to monitor improvement. Tools will help you organize your lists, target 
certain keywords, and strategize a keyword implementation plan.

While keyword planning takes time and energy, it is worth it when you start to realize 
improved page rank and organic traffic to your site. To get some help, search on “best 
keyword research tools” to find online apps that can help you pick the most effective 
keywords. 
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https://www.semrush.com/
https://www.google.com/adwords/?channel=ha&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-ha-g-aw-c-bk_mv_exa_1!o2-201167645-183697248213-google%20adwords%20keyword%20planner&gclid=COGk-ZzTtdMCFVC5wAodj60MLg
https://www.google.com/adwords/?channel=ha&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-ha-g-aw-c-bk_mv_exa_1!o2-201167645-183697248213-google%20adwords%20keyword%20planner&gclid=COGk-ZzTtdMCFVC5wAodj60MLg


Implementing SEO  
Before and  
After Publishing
It’s tempting to think all SEO activities happen before your content goes 
online, but often that’s only part of the story. You also need to do a lot of 
things after the content is posted. Let’s look at both.   

Before publishing
It’s crucial to remember that SEO is a component of your digital marketing 
strategy, which determines how you plan to use the web to reel in potential 
customers. You need a solid, workable digital marketing strategy first that 
includes a content calendar, a production cycle, a robust list of story ideas, 
SEO strategy, brand messaging, and detailed analytics reports. And you 
need people accountable for producing, publishing, and distributing your 
content across the web.

Start thinking about inbound links
Inbound links (or backlinks) are important ranking factors, and creating 
excellent content is the best way to attract them. Search engines realize 
that reading a high-quality article inspires people to share it in their social 
media feeds and perhaps even link to it from their blogs or websites. Thus, 
they usually reward this kind of response to your articles. 

Before you even start an article, think about it strategically: Does the topic 
appeal to your buyer personas? Are you answering their questions in ways 
that aren’t available elsewhere? What sites would be most likely to post 
links to your article after you have posted them? How will the owners of 
these sites find and share your content?

One great way to generate inbound links is to write guest posts on other 
websites in your niche. Just make sure they post a link back to your site 
and that the article is useful and relevant to both your readers and those of 
the guest post site. 

Whatever you do, don’t try to game Google by buying a bunch of inbound 
links or publishing your content in multiple places. Google knows these are 
sneaky tricks to circumvent its algorithms, and it often punishes sites for 
using them. 

Some key backlinking tips have to wait until after your content is posted, 
so we’ll return to this topic in the ”After Publishing” section.

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/66359?hl=en


Preparing web pages  
and articles for publication 
Make sure you do the following to your web content before posting:

Incorporate keywords
In a perfect world, you use keyword research to decide which web pages or articles 
you’re going to post online. Then you just make sure the required keywords show 
up in all the right places, like the title or header, subheads, and body, when the 
article gets posted. 

But some content doesn’t work that way. If you want to post a case study about one 
of your clients, for instance, you have to concentrate on your success story and not 
preoccupy yourself with assigning specific keywords. But you can still add keywords 
later because the case study will talk about your services, which will contain many 
of your keywords. It’s just a matter looking for places where they can be inserted 
without breaking up the flow of the content. Tell your story first, then see where 
keywords can be added naturally within the copy.

Also, if you already have a list of keywords you want to rank on, compare them 
against the copy and look for opportunities to add keywords. Usually all it takes is 
a few slight adjustments that don’t affect the meaning or flow of your sentences.

Use images and videos
Adding quality images, videos, and other multimedia to your content requires a bit 
more time, talent, and effort than text-only content. Search engines recognize this 
and assume it means you’re devoted to producing quality content — so they boost 
the rankings of web pages with these assets.

At minimum, you want an image that illustrates the topic of your web page, blog 
post, or content. If you don’t have the budget for a photographer, use one of the 
popular stock image sites. They usually have thousands of pictures to choose from. 

Change the image “alt” text
Alt text is displayed when an image fails to load on a screen, and is the way in 
which search engines read images. It’s an opportunity to provide a description 
of the image or the content in general using a keyword phrase. Creating alt text 
for your images is best practice because it not only can optimize your site for 
keywords, but it also can help users whose images don’t load understand the 
content.

The HTML coding that places a photo on a web page has an option for “alt” text 
that can be read by computers or screen readers that do not provide images. Using 
alt text helps the visually impaired understand your content, which makes it more 
useful. That’s something search engines like to see, so they provide a small ranking 
reward. See “Image Alt Text is Your Friend” for more.  

Make sure the page is mobile-friendly
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https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/free-stock-photos


Google specifically rewards sites optimized for mobile 
devices and punishes those that are not optimized. A large 
degree of mobile-friendliness starts with the physical design 
of the website. Your site should have an alternate design 
that loads when people call it up on a smartphone. Many 
publishing platforms like WordPress or content management 
systems like HubSpot come built for mobile, but you can’t 
just assume your site will work on people’s smartphones. 
You have to test your configuration and make sure it works. 

Mobile devices need to load quickly, so make sure your 
images are sized and optimized for mobile, and any videos 
use proper formatting. Try to avoid Flash videos, since they 
are no longer supported on many devices. 

Mind your website’s headers and footers
Another key design issue is proper use of links within the 
header and footer of your site. Headers and footers are 
best used for navigation links that lead users to the most 
important sections of your site. 

It’s best to keep these areas of your site clean, functional, 
and easy to use. Don’t load them with a bunch of irrelevant 
links in an attempt to get extra keywords on your page. 

Add meta data
Meta data helps web servers and search engine spiders 
make sense of what your page is about. A Google spider is 
a program that scans the content on your page (crawling all 
over it like a certain eight-legged bug), and puts your page 
in a search engine index after figuring out what it’s about. 
Your content management system should have an option for 
adding a meta description and a page title.

Meta data can have a huge impact on whether users click 
on your article. That’s because the page title and meta 
description are what readers see when your content appears 
in a list of search results.

Typically, your page title needs to be shorter than 60 
characters and your meta description shorter than 160 
characters. Keep it concise and focus on the rewards the 
reader will enjoy when they click on the link. 

Meta data also can tell social media sites how to format your 

content for their users. Meta data is what displays when you 
share a link on a social media site, offering more information 
about what the link contains.    

Link to your pages and add external links
Search engines know you have lots of interesting stuff in 
your website, so they want you to add links taking readers 
to relevant articles there. Hence, internal linking is another 
ranking factor that affects your page rank. 

The bottom of an article is one of the easiest and most 
intuitive places to add links to other pages on your site. 
You can also post anchored links within your main articles 
to related articles. An anchored link is a link in the page 
copy that will lead you to another page. Like this. Don’t get 
carried away with this; remember your site needs to remain 
useful, and offering too many links away from a page can be 
distracting. 

As for external links: It’s okay to link to related content 

Page title
Meta description

http://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer/faq.html
https://moz.com/learn/seo/anchor-text
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on other sites. It’s best, though, to be picky about the sites you link to. Search 
engines look for links to authoritative websites that can be trusted to provide more 
information to your readers. For example, if we were to write a blog post about SEO, 
we would link to Moz because Moz is an established expert in SEO and operates a 
website deemed “authoritative” by Google. 

You may wonder why you would point visitors to another website. It’s all about being 
helpful and helps establish your credibility with your reader by offering them a well-
known, trusted source to back you up. 

Get an SEO tool for your blog publisher
If your content management system doesn’t already provide one, many platforms 
offer plugins that can help boost the effectiveness of your SEO. Primarily, these 
tools allow you to create meta descriptions and page titles, and ensure your content 
is adequately optimized with keywords and other SEO best practices. The good 
ones track your character count so you don’t write text that will be truncated on the 
search engine results page.   

404 error pages
Here’s another area where search engines intuitively understand user behavior: If 
somebody gets an error message saying they’ve done something wrong, they want to 
know how to make it right. 

Trying to visit a page on your site that doesn’t exist typically elicits a standard “404 
not found” error page. It’s important to note these, because having too many 404 
error pages can impact your SEO. It makes your website look outdated and hard-to-
use, which isn’t the kind of experience Google wants its users to have. Besides, it 
shouldn’t be the experience you want your visitors to have. 

There are a couple ways you can fix 404 errors. The best way is to set up a redirect, 
which will keep visitors on your website and still give them great content. The 
second way in which you can keep visitors on your site is by customizing the 404 
error page to help users find what they’re looking for. HubSpot has some great ideas 
about ways you can customize your 404 error page to keep people on your site and 
still engaged. 

The key here is to add navigation links pointing to popular, relevant articles. You 
could also include a link to your search page or your “contact us” page. This boosts 
the number of internal links on your site, which is good for page rank. 

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33766/10-clever-website-error-messages-from-creative-companies.aspx


After publishing
Your work isn’t over when you click the “publish” button. Not by a long shot. Here’s what to do 
post-publication:

Share on social media
Social media is one of the best ways to put your content in front of large groups of people. If 
you are active on social media platforms (and, you should be), then you should also be sharing 
your content on your social channels. 

While social sharing doesn’t play a huge part in your site’s domain authority, it does give 
reputable, high-ranking sites an opportunity to provide inbound links to your site. Furthermore, 
social media is a great way to get the word out about your business. Essentially, there’s no 
downside to social sharing — it just helps keep your prospects open. 

Monitor the analytics
Google Analytics and other website traffic tools can tell you who is visiting your site, how long 
they are staying, which pages they read the most, and which ones they bail on after three 
seconds. 

Google Analytics also has sophisticated tools for creating goals for your web pages and 
checking whether you’re meeting them. 

The key to all analytics is focusing on the data points that truly matter. If you want your site to 
attract more customers and make more money, focus on the stats which reveal where you’re 
getting the best return on investment.

Don’t obsess over raw page views. It’s better to obsess over keeping people on your site and 
reducing your bounce rate, which measures how soon people leave after they arrive. The key 
here is to monitor impact as you make adjustments to your site and publish fresh content.



Evaluate ways to collect more high-quality inbound links
Great inbound links do not happen by accident. They’re the logical result of reaching 
out to people in your industry — customers, vendors, thought leaders — and 
convincing them you’re a trustworthy provider of content people want to know about. 

There are many different ways you can attract good inbound links. For instance, 
blogging can help in many different ways. By providing quality blog content, you 
will attract organic traffic and gain links that way. By including links to other related 
websites in your post, those authors might feel compelled to return the favor and link 
back to you. You also can write guest posts for other blogs to draw attention to your 
own blog. These are all ways to gain links without sacrificing integrity.

You might also keep a list of thought leaders you contact and tell them about a new 
article you’ve just posted. Don’t spam everybody; just send a friendly email to a few 
people you know and encourage them to discuss your content on their website. 

Do not fall for ploys asking you to pay for inbound links. Truly valuable inbound 
links result from posting authoritative content that attracts the attention to other 
authoritative sites. This is an organic process that requires you to develop a trusting 
relationship with other people who will link to your content. 

Only the best content will earn shares and inbound links. 

Increase your page speed
Load time is another ranking factor — the faster the better. 

Lots of things can slow down your page speed. Your images and videos could be too 
large. Too many ads can bog down a page’s ability to download on a user’s screen. 
Your site could be on a shared server that’s inherently slow. Your publishing platform 
could be inefficient or outdated (or both). 

Test your page speed — in desktops and mobile devices — and compare it to 
others in your niche or industry. If your competitors’ sites are faster, you risk losing 
customers who find their pages first.    

Wash, rinse, repeat
SEO is not a set-it-and-forget-it proposition, nor is it a silver bullet. It is only one 
factor in executing a successful digital marketing strategy. It’s a long-term process 
that requires patience, passion, and persistence. 

It can take months or years to achieve your goals — and small changes to search 
engine algorithms can evaporate your progress overnight. Everything you do with 
SEO must be thoughtfully planned, effectively executed, and accurately measured. 

It wasn’t that long ago when SEO was thought of as a collection of parlor tricks 
conniving to push lousy content to the top of search rankings. It’s true that a few 
“black hat” operators are eked out a living with SEO shenanigans, but today there’s 
nothing but crumbs at the bottom of their bag of tricks these days. 

The business model of a search engine giant like Google depends on constantly 
getting better at helping searchers find what they want. If you’re investing time, 
talent, and money in producing content that can truly help your customers solve their 
problems, you deserve all the page-ranking benefits SEO can deliver.    
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https://moz.com/learn/seo/page-speed
https://blog.hubspot.com/agency/inbound-links-white-hat


Blue Star is a creative agency offering graphic design, branding, marketing 
and web services, with plenty of experience in B2B, B2C, healthcare, non-
profit, technology and EDU.

Anyone can claim great design and marketing services. We don’t just sign 
a contract and get to work — we meet with our clients, get to know their 
business, get to know them personally, and get their perspectives. That’s 
what sets us apart from the rest: our customized, personalized interactions 
and relationships. But that doesn’t slow us down; if anything, it speeds the 
process along by minimizing missteps. We respect the art of business and 
consistently go above and beyond to meet our clients’ objectives quickly, 
accurately and creatively. Our clients value us as their go-to team that they 
can rely on because we deliver, every time.

We are known for our exceptional customer service and attention to detail. 
We are easy to work with, and pride ourselves in understanding the nu-
ances of our market segments. We are professional, accessible, attentive, 
responsible and fast. Simply put, Blue Star produces exceptional design at 
the speed of business.

Liked what you read?
Why not sign up for a free Inbound
Marketing Assessment?

Visit us at bluestar-design.com
or call today: 216.334.1312
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